Brandon Gate PS

Mary Inneo
Grade 4/ 5 Teacher
Outreach Workshop with Fern Lindzon and Ross MacIntyre

February 13, 2017
Hi all,
I apologize for not sending this email sooner. I wanted to thank Sandy and Rochelle from JPEC
for providing the grade 4/5 students at Brandon Gate PS the opportunity to meet Fern and Ross
and enjoy an educational and entertaining workshop! Our students do not often have an
opportunity to see live music, so having professional musicians visit was a wonderful
experience for them. I asked my classes to take a few minutes and write their thoughts about
the workshop. Here are a few (I made no corrections, it's more fun to read this way!) ...
Thank you again,
Mary Inneo
P.S. Just a reminder Rochelle, if you have a picture that you would like to publish, please
forward to me first so that I can confirm consent.
Student Comments:
" the thought of the presentation were if Ross MacIntryre could teach me how to play a double
base. I like Fern Lindzon to teach me how to play a piano. I wish I could watch more of the
presentation."
"I really liked when Fern Lindzon and Ross MacIntyre performed for us. I really like when they
told us about the instruments they play. I also liked when the musicians played and sang a song
called 'Never Never Land', it was a good song. I liked when they taught us the song. I really
enjoyed listening to the double base that Ross MacIntyre played. But I think the best part was
when we got divided into groups and we had to sing 'La La La".
"Your music was groovy Fern Lindzon and Ross MacIntyre. And I want to here more of your jazz
music."
"I thought your presentation was amazing and your base playing Ross was great. Your really
good at piano Fern. You really inspired me to try and play piano when I saw you play it. Thanks
for the presentation."
"I like her song that she made. I like the double base cause it's so epic."
"The double bass that Ross MacIntrye is in perfect and smooth beat. Fern Lindzon is sing so nice
I like how she is doing in a smooth singing way."

"I really enjoyed listening to Fern and Ross. I thing they are very talented! I have never been to
a live concert especially a jazz concert. And I hope they had a great time."
"I liked Fern a lot because she explained things very clear and explained why she loved the
piano. I Ross was very confident and he's instrument was very nice sound."
"I think the presentation was awesome because we got to sing along and when the women was
an awesome singer and the man was really good at play his favourite instrument and when
Fern was playing the piano it sounded soooo cool."
"I like it that your Canadian and your music is good it's great to be able to meet you guys in
persons, up close, and even ask questions."
"The presentation of Fern Lindzon, I really liked how she played piano, her voice sounded really
nice too. I liked how Mr. MacIntyre played the double bass but I've got to admit, I liked it better
when he played classical music. I liked when she split us into different groups and when we
learned the song. It was a really nice experience."

